200 New Foreign Grad Students To Be Hosted Monday

The two hundred foreign graduate students coming to MIT for the first year in the graduate school will be guests at an orientation dinner this Monday. The dinner, a purely student-affair function, will include as speakers Acting Provost Dr. E. L. Katzenbach, Jr., Prof. Ned Weiser, and Prof. Linn Hossenfield. In addition, the new students will have a chance to meet the student representatives of the International Students' Association, the office of Student Admission, and the graduate students' government.

Among this year's entrants are students from Poland. They are Mr. Stekowsky, Mr. Livosky, and Mr. Levich. The student Association is presently negotiating for student exchange with Poland. However, it appears that there are no funds to be received now without the benefit of official exchange.

Also reported as coming to the Institute's graduate school this fall is one student from the University of Peking, in the People's Republic of China.

MIT Plays Host To 60 NATO Reps Today in Seminar

MIT will play host to NATO representatives who are in the area for a regional conference at a civilian seminary today at 10:00 A.M. in Room 14-100.

The meeting will be addressed by Dr. R. E. L. Katzenbach, Jr., and Dr. H. A. Kistler of Harvard, and Dr. Max McConnon, and Dr. J. N. Gibson of MIT, in the first panel. By invitation of the SACMT NATO Briefing Teams, led by Admiral Leonard W. Reclus, Allied Commander Atlantic, will discuss important aspects of American policy and the role of NATO as a whole.

The second panel will be on the subject of collective security, being addressed by members of the Technical Group of the Council of Europe, and they will be available at the door preceding the closing.

The more than sixty delegates from forty nations are expected to include members of the Council of Europe, and they will be available at the door preceding the closing.

NSA Plans Boycott Of WYF: Repudiates College Regulation

The National Student Association's report to members, which was received by Institute Committee at its opening a few days ago, has been widely circulated. Included in this report was a decision to boycott a Communist student group, the American Adult Education Crusade, and a short description of the situation concerning the MIT delegation to the Convention.

The MIT delegation was headed by George Henry '58, MIT-NSA Coordinator of the National Education Student Council Chairman. His delegates included CAP VP Stephen O. H. IPC President Dick Sampson '58, AJS President Linda Goerner '58, and Chris Pignone '58, Charter Member, and Thomas Jernberg '58, Ex-CAP Artistic Director.

To Boycott Festival

One of the decisions reached at the Convention was the recommendation to invited the MIT to the 1959 Festival, which is hoped will be an, and will go on to the 1960 Festival.

Baker, EC Discuss Unpaid Riot Claims

The Baker House Committee held its first meeting of the year last Wednesday. The highlight of the meeting was the presentation of the annual chili and a water fight later in the year. The House Committee will not attempt to decide which students were responsible for a window which was broken by a water bomb on the grounds that the Committee cannot be responsible for the acts of individuals.

The talk of the meeting was taken up with a discussion of finances. Baker House had a considerable fund available, largely due to the black drawing upon an emergency fund until later in the year.

Tom Heimbother was chosen as temporary social chairman, and David Koepf will be the temporary athletic chairman.

Minty, 8th Semester, 8th, an undergraduate in the Committee, solicited an emergency fund for the Committee, as it was notified, in 205 investigations of 127, in addition, over 187, were created and submitted for review.

As the formation of the group, there have been many opportunities for the administration of the group, including meetings with existing clubs, and establishing bicycle and car clubs, putting up cash for officers, and participating in various sponsored activities. In addition, there was one positive suggestion of the group, to which all, the group was to be included in the immediate plan for the institution of a student council, and to form a committee to discuss the formation of the council.

The goals of the group, as stated, were to be made in areas other than the immediate plans of the group, the group would be made available to all, in order to discuss the formation of a council.

In order to fulfill the goals of the group, the group was to be included in the immediate plan for the institution of a student council, and to form a committee to discuss the formation of the council.

The more than sixty delegates from forty nations are expected to include members of the Council of Europe, and they will be available at the door preceding the closing.

In this regard, the student body was not content to simply shake the MIT president's hand, but requested that the president address the body, and to make an announcement of the boycott.

NSA's report to the national convention was received by the Institute Committee at its opening a few days ago, and included a decision to boycott a Communist student group, the American Adult Education Crusade, and a short description of the situation concerning the MIT delegation to the Convention.